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With brevity, levity, and clarity, Robert Solomon, a well-respected advertising executive, has written a definitive and practical resource for advertising and marketing account executives. Writers, planners, researchers, and production supervisors will benefit as well from his down-to-earth advice on the care and feeding of the advertising client.        Account management is more art than science, requiring a wide-ranging arsenal of talents and skills. At times acting as psychologist, orchestra conductor, or lion tamer, the advertising account executive must be creative and versatile enough to develop top-notch strategy, and also graceful enough to nag, persuade, rebuff, and inform-all in a constructive way.  Distilling decades of experience, Solomon has compiled a fast-reading, actionable checklist of 54 essential ideas to help advertising professionals merge all these account management skills. The Art of Client Service is geared to the entire account team: writer, art director, planner, researcher, media executive, producer, and support staff-anyone who works with clients.  Each of Solomon's 54 tips deals with a specific issue that an account manager will undoubtedly encounter when dealing with a client. The answers and insights Solomon provides are grounded with wit, common sense, and the wisdom that comes from years of hands-on experience.  Readers will learn: *The prescriptions for great account work *The steps to take at the start of any assignment *How to write a strategy brief *What makes great creative  *Do's and don'ts in client presentations *The elements of a good meeting *How to "package" themselves Also included is a well-edited, annotated, and definitive reading list for agency account executives.     

       Pocket-size guide to client service includes 54 fast-reading tips: including know when to look it up, know when to make it up; respect what it takes to be creative; no scenery chewers, no dead bodies; be brief, be bright, be gone; make no commitment without consultation; no surprises about money or time; and once a client, always a client. DLC: Advertising.
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Rendering for Beginners: Image Synthesis using RenderManFocal Press, 2004
'Rendering for Beginners is bound to become a must-read for anyone interested in Pixar's RenderMan. Saty's experience as both RenderMan practitioner and RenderMan teacher gives him a unique and valuable perspective. I can't wait to add a copy to my own graphics library.'
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Building the Global Fiber Optics SuperhighwaySpringer, 2001

	Many wonderful stories have contributed to the growth and worldwide renown of the fiber optics industry. From its improbable roots in the 1960s and the important early laser work by Stewart Miller and colleagues at Bell Laboratories to seminal discoveries by Coming’s Don Keck, Robert Maurer, and Peter Schultz in 1970 demonstrating that...
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Introduction to Integral Calculus: Systematic Studies with Engineering Applications for BeginnersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012


	In general, there is a perception that Calculus is an extremely difficult subject, probably because

	the required number of good teachers and good books are not available. We know that books

	cannot replace teachers, but we are of the opinion that, good books can definitely reduce

	dependence on teachers, and students can gain more...
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Just Enough CRMPrentice Hall, 2003
The decision-maker's guide to competitive advantage with  CRM

	
    Getting real benefits from CRM--fast 

    
	
    A complete roadmap for auditing and 

    
	
    improving your current CRM processes 
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Expert .NET 1.1 ProgrammingApress, 2004

	T his is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It's based on the philosophy that the best

	approach to writing good, high-performance, robust applications that take full advantage of

	the features of .NET is to understand what's going on deep under the hood. This means that

	some chapters explore the .NET internals and in...
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SAS Guide to Report Writing: ExamplesSAS Institute, 2005
Sue Hakomaki  Academic & Distributed Computing Services Office of Information Technology University of Minnesota
 I found this book very user-friendly with simple examples to more detailed examples. Each featured option is explained clearly. 

       Jump-start your report-writing skills! Report writing has never...
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